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Editor’s

Welcome to the Autumn 2019 edition of
Airline Routes & Ground Services.

This issue features a one-to-one interview
with new Airport Services Association
Director General Fabio Gamba (page 4). He
took over at the helm of the association in
April and he shares his views on the industry
and his plans in the hot seat.
The industry’s biggest event, IGHC, took place
in Madrid from 26-29 May and we review
(page 8) the pertinent issues that came out
of the gathering, where there were calls by
IATA for a focus on safety, standards and
innovation.
This month’s full-service carrier interview is
with Ethiopian Airlines (page 10). We speak
to Tekle G/Yohannes, Managing Director of
the airline’s ground handling division, about
what are the current operating challenges and
opportunities.

In this issue, we speak to Oman Aviation
Services (page 24), Celebi Aviation (page
26), PrimeFlight (page 28), Airline Assistance
Switzerland (page 30), GroundForce (page 32)
and Antigua Airport Services (page 33).
In View from the Airports (page 34) we get
the lowdown on what is happening at Miami
International Airport, Berlin Brandenburg
Airport and Gatwick Airport.
One ground handling sector changing fast due
to its importance to passengers is catering.
Airlines are doing everything they can to meet
new demands for choice of high-quality food
on board and we find out (page 38) what the
emerging trends are and what is being done.
This issue also features an interview with
aviation IT company Amadeus (page 42), as we
speak to Stephan Hirmer, Head of Passenger
Systems, about the different projects his
company is running in the industry.

Route development in this issue focuses on
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
region (page 14), which is facing a difficult
few years, but new network models and
infrastructure development are set to help
airlines thrive.

Lastly, we have a special report (page 45)
by Michael Muzik, Senior Product Manager
and Consultant at Lufthansa Systems,
on how artificial intelligence and other
new technology are changing turnaround
management.

The low-cost carrier (LCC) interview in this
issue focuses on Danish regional start-up
carrier Great Dane Airlines (page 20), which
has taken off from its Aalborg Airport base.
We speak to Thomas Hugo Møller, CEO and
founder of the new airline.

I hope you enjoy reading the issue.

As usual, we speak to a range of ground
handlers from around the globe, to garner
their thoughts on how the industry is faring,
what they are doing to meet new demands
and trends and find out what new initiatives
they are implementing.
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A new beginning for
ASA as new leaders
take the helm
Airport Services Association (ASA) appointed Fabio Gamba as its new
Director General in April and he spoke with Justin Burns at IGHC in Madrid
about his plans in the hot seat

The challenges that the ground handling
industry faces are arguably as serious
as they have ever been, due to growing
operational pressures from everincreasing air traffic growth, recruitment
difficulties and tight margins.
The Airport Services Association (ASA)
has a key role to play in representing its
members globally in challenging times.
In April, the association’s leadership team
changed when Fabio Gamba, Managing
Director of Airline Catering Association
(ACA), was appointed Director General,
replacing Jon Conway, who stepped down
after completing his two-year term.
Meanwhile, dnata Divisional Senior Vice
President Steve Allen was elected as
Chairman, replacing Sally Leible, President
of Airport Terminal Services, who stepped
down after serving since 2017.
Gamba has vast experience working for
associations, as prior to his position as
Managing Director of ACA, he was the
4

CEO of the European Business Aviation
Association and Deputy Secretary General
of the Association of European Airlines.
The ‘tripod’ of success

Speaking on the sidelines at IGHC
in Madrid, Gamba explained that his
approach to leading an association is
threefold. He likes to look at associations
as a ‘tripod’.
On one side there are lobbying and
political activities. Upholding the interests
of members with other stakeholders such
as IATA and ACI, and regulators like the
European Commission and EASA, which is
now taking an active role in rule-making in
ground handling (GH) for the first time, is
integral for ASA.
“This is the first key responsibility for
an association – the political part,”
Gamba said. “We aim to strengthen
the reputation of the ground handling
industry by addressing regulatory issues
that proliferate in all corners of the
world.”
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In Gamba’s view, this is the most
important part of ASA’s work, but he
noted that if the association wants
to be successful it cannot be the only
element. Political activities are only one
(important) side of the coin.
The second part of this ‘tripod’ is
generating clear added value and exclusive
benefits for members only, something
which he is keen to focus on.
“There are different avenues to consider
– one being training,” Gamba said. “There
are plenty of training courses available out
there for ground handlers, but of varying
quality.
With an ASA accreditation programme,
we would like to rubber-stamp and
endorse those which are of superior
quality based on whether they are
following a quality training system and
given industry standards.”
The final part of the ‘tripod’ is
communication. “It is important that the

A I R P O RT S E R V I C E S A S S O C I AT I O N

industry knows who we are, what we do
and how we do it. This is how the ground
handling industry can come together
to get a seat at the table and influence
decision making at all levels,” Gamba
explained.
Importance and relevance

ASA certainly does not have the same
clout as other industry associations within
the aviation industry. The likes of IATA,
ACI, NBAA and TIACA are much more
widely known and awareness of them is
far higher.
“Even though we (ASA) are doing lots
of things, we are not always capable of
showing our real importance and a lot of
people take it for granted,” Gamba said.
“An association should be a natural thing
for any stakeholder belonging to our
industry. You need someone to represent
your interests and companies should want
to be part of it because other members
share the same industry issues as them.
“It’s important to talk about the

challenges that the entire industry is
facing and try to find some common
ground. You can only do this when there
is an antitrust environment, which a trade
body can provide.”
ASA has around 60 members, which is
only a fraction of the ground service
providers (GSP) around the world;
compared to other aviation associations
this seems like a relatively low number.
But does Gamba see growing the
membership as a priority?
“Increasing membership is not an
objective per se, but there is certainly
strength in numbers. The more
representative we are of the industry,
the more visibility and the more clout
we have. When we speak to potential
members the question we always ask is,
‘Can you afford not to be a member?’.”
ASA’s relationship with IATA is important
as IATA takes a very active role in
ground handling, including running the

key industry event IGHC. But it is also
important that ASA has its own identity.
Gamba said: “IATA is following pretty
much everything that has to do with
ground handling. Airlines have an obvious
interest in being closely involved in
ground handling matters, mostly from a
flight safety perspective, and below-thewings activities are an essential element of
that. A lot of activities ASA is considering
are already somehow being done by IATA,
with more means and clout, and we’re
absolutely fine with that.
“Actually, we are looking at how we can
best complement, rather than replicate,
what they are doing,” he said, “so as to
ensure a win-win situation.”
ASA and ACA

Along with his role as Director General of
ASA, Gamba is also Managing Director of
ACA, which, while similar in some ways,
relates to a very different part of the
supply chain.
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“
If it continues
like this, pressure,
especially on
smaller providers,
will become
unbearable and
more and more
will simply
disappear in the
near future
environment, believe me, the sanction
would be immediate and the provider
instantaneously kicked out of the market,
there is no doubt about it,” Gamba said.

Gamba said that while the customers
are the same, and the constraints are
fundamentally also the same, there are
some crucial differences.
“The most important thing for a caterer
is food safety, just as safety [on the ramp]
is paramount for the ground handling
industry. Essentially safety is at the core of
the business in one or the other case.”
One similarity with airline catering and
ground handling that Gamba noted is
that passengers associate the food they
eat with the company they fly with in the
same way they associate the company
with the way their luggage is handled.
There are differences between the two
though. Airlines place a high importance
on in-flight catering since the food is more
personal to their customers, whereas
ground handling is only ever talked about
if luggage is late, lost or damaged.
“As caterers we can provide anything
– Michelin star meals if that is what the
airline wants. The company will use
6

catering as a brand differentiator,” Gamba
said. “They will say, ‘we need to be better
than our competitors, as we are using
the same aircraft and flying to the same
airports and using the same seats, so how
can we differentiate ourselves from our
competitors?’
“People who have been nicely fed will
remember that. It is an important brand
differentiator. This has not always been
the case, and catering is probably one of
the first operating costs you want to get
rid of when the cycle is down, but similarly
it is one of the first things you want to
boost when the cycle is up.”
On the other hand, ground handling is
something every airline needs regardless
of the cycle, unless they self-handle. But in
today’s marketplace 70-75% of handling is
outsourced to independent GSPs.
“It is less of a brand differentiator, but
that doesn’t mean ground handlers are
off the hook. On the contrary, if one
ground handler isn’t doing a proper
job, in today’s extremely competitive
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“Generally speaking, you have a similar
offer between providers. The airline
picks the most efficient one, but again
it is less of a brand differentiator as the
public does not automatically associate
a ground handling company with the
airline.”
Margins are notoriously tight for most
GSPs and the business model is not
conducive to anything else in Gamba’s
view. “If it continues like this, pressure,
especially on smaller providers, will
become unbearable and more and more
will simply disappear in the near future. So
you will see another wave of consolidation
going on,” he said.
“Whether this is good or bad remains
to be seen,” he added, “but what is sure
is that we will witness the emergence of
truly global ground handling providers.
The advantages are that there will tend to
be a certain homogeneity in the provision
of ground handling across the globe. The
disadvantages, at least from an airline’s
point of view, are that there will be less
choice, and hence less means to keep up
the same level of pressure that prevails
today. This is certainly a bit of a paradox,
but that is where the current system is
pushing the industry to.”

Meet us at:

GHI Asia - Stand E44
PTE - Stand 7060

IGHC MADRID

Safety, standards
and innovation

IATA called on ground handlers to focus on three priorities
at IGHC in Madrid at the end of May, to ensure the industry
meets future growing demand
The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) called on the ground handling industry
to focus on three priorities which it said are
needed to effectively meet expanding demand
for air travel and air cargo.

increased. This has led to a rise in simultaneous
ground handling operations and the support
equipment required. Industry collaboration is
essential to maintaining and improving safety
in this complex environment,” he added.

Speaking at IGHC in Madrid, Nick Careen,
IATA’s Senior Vice President, Airport,
Passenger, Cargo and Security, said IATA was
continuing to put safety first; implementing
global standards; and accelerating the speed of
innovation and process modernisation.

Specifically, IATA called for industry’s support
with recording incidents through IATA’s Safety
Exchange platforms; implementing ground
support equipment (GSE) proximity sensing
and warning devices; and mitigating aircraft
loading errors.

“Effective ground operations are essential to
meet the doubling in passenger and cargo
demand over the next two decades. Putting
safety first, implementing global standards
and accelerating the speed of innovation and
process modernisation are key,” he said.

Modernising training for ground handling
was also identified as another key element to
improving safety, as Careen said training of
employees is “paramount to safe operations”.

Safety first
On safety, Careen called on industry
stakeholders to collaborate effectively to
improve standards across the marketplace. He
noted GH operations have increased in parallel
with airport development and traffic growth,
corresponding to larger numbers, sizes and
types of aircraft.
“Also, the demand to achieve minimised
turnaround and stand occupancy times has

New training technologies, such as innovative
virtual reality tools, have an important role to
play and he highlighted the success of IATA’s
RampVR the, first virtual reality training tool
for ground operations.
IATA also called for the GH industry to
accelerate the global adoption of the IATA
Ground Operations Manual (IGOM) to ensure
a level of operational consistency and safety
across the industry worldwide.
Careen said that global standards applied

consistently are the only route to safe, secure
and efficient ground operations.
IGOM, he said, has been proven to be effective
and continues to gather support from not only
airlines and GSPs but also regulators, airports
and other industry bodies. “This is good news
but there is more to be done – our target
remains worldwide implementation,” Careen
added.
IATA also called on governments to recognise
the IATA Safety Audit for Ground Operations
(ISAGO) – based on IGOM standards – in
their regulatory as an acceptable means
of compliance for operators’ oversight of
outsourced services in ground operations.
Careen said this is the key to greater
harmonisation across the industry, reduction
of duplicate audits, improved safety and
enhanced operational efficiency.
As of April 2019, the number of GSPs in
the ISAGO Registry surpassed 184, with 311
accredited stations in 212 airports worldwide.
Innovation
IATA also called for the modernisation of
processes and infrastructure across the GH
industry, using innovative technology, which it
said will be critical to efficiently meeting the
expected doubling of demand expected over
the next 20 years.
The industry’s vision for the ramp of the
future is outlined under CEDAR (Connected
Ecological Digital Autonomous Ramp) - which
is focused on the digitalisation of aircraft
turnaround, modernisation of GSE and
processes and enhanced stand design.
CEDAR brings together key stakeholders to
develop a common vision for the future of
ground operations. Key partners involved
in CEDAR include members of the recently
created IATA Ground Operations Group
(GOG), and the Airport Services Association
(ASA).
The CEDAR project is part of the New
Experience in Travel and Technologies
(NEXTT) initiative being run in collaboration
with Airports Council International (ACI) to
develop a common vision to enhance the onground transport experience, guide industry
investments and help governments improve
their regulatory framework.
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ISAGO overhaul paying off and
more plans are in the pipeline
IATA gave ISAGO a revamp in 2017 and last
year was the first full year that the new audit
model was used across the ground handling
industry.
IATA’s Acting Head of Ground Operation
Audits, Paul Fleming, told delegates future
plans could see it further rolled out as he has
been charged by IATA’s board of governors to
explore a potential mandate of ISAGO for the
association’s member airlines.
He said this is only at an exploration stage
and is just one of the options and ideas being
considered, but admits it will be tough to
carry out, due to the sheer number of ground
service providers (GSP) across the globe. IATA
cannot do an audit for all these GSPs.
“We need more out-of-the-box thinking,”
Fleming said. “We need a collaborative
approach moving forward.”
In 2019, he said auditors will carry out 250-300

audits across the globe at 50 new locations,
which is part of a trend among GSPs to choose
different stations to be audited. Fleming noted
that the more GSP stations audited the better.

to corporate management and oversight of
ground operations, standardisation and results.
Fleming said audits are now more in-depth and
better auditors are used.

Fleming told delegates that in 2018, 245 audits
were carried out and of those, 4,776 findings
were discovered, a sharp increase on 2017
when the previous ISAGO model was used.
The new ISAGO audit saw a shift in focus

There are currently 186 ISAGO-registered
GSPs operating in 311 stations at 211 airports
worldwide, but still a lack of airlines, of which
only 17 are ISAGO registered.

Swissport takes
home IGHC
Innovation Award

Swissport scooped the 2019
Innovator Award 2019 at IGHC for
its role in developing the ‘LiftSuit’.

in awkward positions inside an
aircraft’s underfloor baggage
compartment.

The ground handler said LiftSuit, a
wearable exoskeleton, can help to
prevent musculoskeletal injuries
amongst baggage handlers.

With a group of ground handling
staff and Auxivo, a specialist in
the development of wearable
exoskeletons, Swissport has been
developing the LiftSuit over the
past year. Several prototypes have
been tested in realistic conditions
at multiple Swissport locations to
maximize the effectiveness and
comfort of the LiftSuit.

Florian Eggenschwiler (pictured
left), Head of Innovation at
Swissport, received the award. The
ground handling company beat off
competition from International
Boarding Solutions and Atollogy
to win the most votes from IGHC
delegates.
Airport baggage handlers lift an
average of five tonnes of baggage
per day, often performing lifts

Swissport said it is part of its
work to continuously explore new
ways to further improve the work
conditions of its some 30,000
ramp and baggage handlers
worldwide.
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ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES

Africa’s shining
carrier
Ethiopian Airlines is the African continent’s biggest and
fastest-growing airline and its ground handling business
unit is extending its reach all the time, both regionally and
internationally

Ethiopian Airlines is Africa’s biggest and
fastest-growing carrier, adding routes globally
at pace and increasing its fleet each business
quarter from its hub at Addis Ababa Bole
International Airport.
Any airline with such growth and development
needs a strong ground services division, and
Ethiopian Airlines Ground Services is one of
the seven business units within the Ethiopian
Airlines Group.
The division’s Managing Director, Tekle G/
Yohannes, spoke to ARGS about the challenges
and development of the ground handling
division and airline group as whole.
How has 2019 been to date for Ethiopian
Airlines Ground Services and have you
met your targets?
Our mission is to be the ground handling
services provider of choice to our customers,
employer of choice to our employees and
investment of choice to the airline group.
Accordingly, we’ve been working aggressively
to meet our target as set in our strategic road
map Vision 2025, which was launched in 2010.
We have already achieved some of our targets
and we are confident we will achieve all the
targets at or before 2025.
What airlines does Ethiopian’s GH unit
handle for in Ethiopia?
Currently, Ethiopian Ground Services unit
handles several scheduled operators including
Emirates, Lufthansa, Kenya Airways, EgyptAir,
10

Turkish Airlines, flydubai, Gulf Air, Eritrean
Airlines, and RwandAir. Moreover, as Addis is
the HQ of several international organisations
and serves as a conference centre for several
international meetings, we organise and
coordinate all VVIP/VIP such as presidential
flights and other special operations in
coordination with embassies and other
governmental institutions We also handle
non-scheduled flights such as charter flights.
How many staff members does the GH
unit employ?
Currently, Ethiopian Ground Services Unit has
more than 3,000 employees. The number of
employees in the unit will continue to grow
fast with the fast growth of our airline.
How have you developed your operations
and processes to meet your ever-growing
route network and fleet?
Ensuring our flights and those of other
network and non-network carriers operating
to/from Addis Ababa Airport get the right
service, at all times, is a real challenge
considering the ever-increasing number of
flights and infrastructure limitations. However,
we have a business development department
which works strategically and innovatively
through surveys, research and studies. The
department works in collaboration with other
business units so that our operations and
process are in line with Ethiopian’s growth
and expansion plan. We carefully plan and
implement our investment in manpower,
facilities and equipment.
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“
We have already
achieved some of
our targets and
we are confident
we will achieve
all the targets at
or before 2025

ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES

“
Ethiopian has
been partnering
with several
African countries
in helping them
establish their
own airline. This
creates a huge
opportunity for
the growth of our
ground services
division

An Ethiopian Airlines aircraft at Addis Ababa
Bole International Airport

How has your network expansion helped
grow GH?
The growth of Ethiopian’s network means
more flight departures and arrivals from/
to Ethiopia every day. More frequency in the
flights brings more business to us. We opted to
seize this opportunity and use it for the growth
of our ground services business.
Will the Ethiopian Airlines route network
continue to expand in future?
Of course, Ethiopian will continue with its
growth plan and expand its services to cover all
continents with many more destinations. In the
coming five years, Ethiopian will reach almost
all corners of Africa. More cities in Africa will
join the Ethiopian network. We will continue
and retain our position as a leading Africanbased global airline by continuing to offer
seamless air connectivity to the continent and
will remain at the forefront in bringing the
people of Africa closer and closer to the world.
What are the biggest GH challenges for
you?

Ground handling is a vast service and needs
higher attention because of the sensitive
nature of the operation. The required level
of investment in ground support equipment
and skilled workforce is also high. Moreover,
infrastructural limitations and getting the
required level of cooperation at the required
speed from other relevant agencies working at
the airports are other challenges we have been
facing.

PAS SENGER
NUMBERS

What are the main opportunities for
Ethiopian’s GH unit?
Ethiopian airline is the largest, most profitable
and fast-growing airline in Africa. It is also one
of the major global network carriers in the
world. It serves more than 120 destinations
in five continents out of which more than 60
are in Africa. Moreover, Ethiopian has been
partnering with several African countries in
helping them establish their own airline. This
creates a huge opportunity for the growth
of our ground services division because
the partnership includes setting up ground
operation services too.

108

10.6 million
NUMBER OF
AIRCRAFT

NUMBER OF
ROUTES

125 P A S S E N G E R
44 C A R G O
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ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES
Is Ethiopian Airlines looking to expand
its GH operations domestically and
internationally?
Of course, Ethiopian Airlines has been a
Pan-African Airline right from its inception.
So, we want to bring that to the next level
by expanding our ground handling services
to other African countries in addition to
expanding our domestic operation. African
integration cannot be contemplated without
robust air connectivity, within Africa and with
the rest of the world. We will continue to
collaborate and expand our ground handling
and other related services through our
partnerships with other African countries.
What will ground handling investments
focus on in the short and medium term?
In the short term, our investment will focus on
strengthening our capacity so as to continue
to provide efficient and effective service
to Ethiopian and other carriers operating

in our hub. In the medium and long term,
we will increase our investment in ground
handling services in Africa, and possibly, in
other continents in partnership with other
stakeholders.

•

What does the future hold for Ethiopian
Airlines and especially for its ground
handling unit?
Ethiopian has a bright future in all areas
including its ground services unit. Ethiopian
Airlines Ground Services will be the most
competitive and leading ground support
provider in Africa by offering safe and reliable
African-wide services with global standards
whose quality and price value proposition is
always better than its competitors.

•
•

Do you offer any other ground services?
Yes, we do offer services other than ramp,
cargo and passenger boarding including, but
not limited to:

Individual. Reliable. Innovative.

We take care. You take off.

Professional Ground Handling made by Fraport.
www.fraport-groundservices.com

•
•
•

•

•

Special services such as meet and assist,
and hotel accommodation upon request
Catering services
Cabin cleaning and lavatory services
Coordination of freight and cold room
services
Lounge service as per request
Coordination of ground handling services
for both scheduled and non-scheduled
customer airlines in line with our plan
to expand the business in other African
countries
Coordination VVIP, VIP and other special
handling service requests in partnership
with embassies and other government
institutions
As ADD is the hub and HG of most of the
international organisations and serves
as a meeting centre for AU, UNDP, etc,
we also organise and coordinate all the
presidential flights and other special
operations for military purposes

ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES

“
Ethiopian Airlines
has been a panAfrican airline
right from its
inception. So, we
want to bring that
to the next level
by expanding our
ground handling
services to other
African countries

ROUTE DEVELOPMENT

The changing nature
of connectivity
Route development in the Middle East and Africa faces a difficult few
years but new network models and infrastructure development will help
airlines to thrive in a rapidly changing industry, writes Graham Newton
For many years, it seemed as if the 'big three'
from the Middle East – Emirates, Etihad and Qatar
Airways – could do no wrong. Every day brought
more aircraft, more destinations and more money.
But times change. The big three are no longer
so bullish in their outlook and all are having to
confront some major issues.
Emirates must contend with the cancellation of the
Airbus A380 programme. Though the aircraft will
continue to fly – and be supported by Airbus – for
many years to come, it was Emirates that effectively
signed its death warrant.
Too many questions had started to surround an
aircraft that was conceived in the late 1980s. Chief
among them was why use four engines. That’s two
too many for most in the modern industry. The
extended range and lower cost base available to
modern two-engine aircraft are such that a large
gas-guzzling plane no longer makes economic
sense.
Coupled with this is the decline of the hub-andspoke model. Point-to-point is winning the network
strategy battle, backed by customer demand for
frequent, direct services.
In February 2019, Emirates decided to take Airbus
A330s and A350s while reducing its A380 order,
indicating a new direction in the airline’s network
strategy. Tim Clark, President, Emirates, has made
several comments in this regard. A case in point
is his admission that there is a “temptation” to
do more fifth freedom flights, with services from
Athens and Milan to New York performing strongly.
It is expected that Emirates will also better
integrate with sister carrier flydubai, increasing the
effectiveness of both airlines' networks as much as
possible.
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Kangaroo jump

The clamour for point-to-point services means
network problems also affect Etihad and Qatar
Airways. Qantas’ London-Perth route and its
planned connection between Europe and the west
coast of Australia – known as Project Sunrise –
mean the extremely important kangaroo route will
be able to jump over the Middle East.
This is only adding to Etihad’s woes. It has lost close
to US$5 billion in recent times according to reports,
as its equity share strategy suffered. Investments in
Alitalia and airberlin were particularly affected.
Not only has the Etihad portfolio taken a hit but
also Abu Dhabi has never really challenged Dubai as
a global connector. Etihad Group Chief Executive
Tony Douglas has some tough decisions to make.
“At Etihad we are focused on optimising our
network and fleet,” he said recently. “With regard
to our global network, the main focus will be a push
for greater point-to-point traffic from existing and
emerging markets to and from Abu Dhabi.”
As for Qatar Airways, it is still being affected by a
blockade on its home nation that shows no signs
of abating and forces its aircraft to make costly
detours. This has only aggravated the airspace
issues that have continually dogged the Middle
East. Wars in Syria and Yemen restrict availability
in a region already constrained by military activity.
More recently, geopolitical tensions involving Iran
have complicated the picture even further with the
Strait of Hormuz now being avoided.
From the major Middle East hubs, all points of the
compass bring airspace issues. So, even though
there are liberal aviation policies and some of
the world’s leading airports on the ground, it is
the not-so-open skies that could constrict route
development.
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New activity

Despite these challenging trends, there is plenty
of new route activity in the region. In what could
be an extremely important development, Ryanair
is dipping its toe into the market with flights from
Paphos International Airport in Cyprus to Beirut in
Lebanon.
Meanwhile, Kuwait’s Jazeera Airways is looking
to extend the low-cost connection even further
to Western Europe. Jazeera Airways CEO Rohit
Ramachandran has noted: “We’ll be launching
a Kuwait to London service later this year. This
will be on an A320neo. Later, there will be two
routes into Turkey. And later still, flights to Nepal,
Bangladesh and Abu Dhabi.”
Overall, the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) predicts a combined net loss
of $1.1 billion for Middle East carriers in 2019,
following on from a similar deficit in 2019.
“The region has faced substantial challenges in
recent years, both to the business environment
and to business models,” IATA states. “Airlines
there are going through a process of adjustment
and announced schedules point to a substantial
slowdown in capacity growth in 2019.
Performance is now improving but the worsening
in the business environment is expected to
prolong losses in 2019.”
Visa issues

One area of activity for the Middle East hubs and
airlines that has always provided good business
is African connectivity. Surprisingly, for many
Africans looking to travel within the continent,
flying via the Middle East is often the best, perhaps
even the only, option.
The challenges in intra-African connectivity have
many causes – the need for visas, which can be
an expensive and time-consuming business, being
just one. According to the Visa Openness Index,
Africans need visas to travel to 51% of other
African countries.
Albeit slowly, that figure is coming down – from
55% in 2016. There is a growing desire to find
solutions to visa and other pan-African issues.
Rwanda, for example, now provides visas on
arrival for all African citizens. The success of this
policy can be seen in increasing direct foreign
investment into the country and the rising star of
its capital, Kigali, in the conference world.
Autumn 2019 | Airline Routes & Ground Services
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Aviation infrastructure is also on the
up. Top of the list of proposed airport
projects is a new facility at Addis Ababa in
Ethiopia – a busy hub – although details
are scant.
In Africa generally, there are many years
of under-investment to reverse but China
has been especially active in providing
funds and expertise. Airports in Kenya,
Mauritius, Mozambique and Sierra Leone
are among those that have benefitted
from China’s largesse.
New routes between China and Africa
have been developed as a result with
some sources citing a 630% jump in
connectivity in the last 10 years.
Moroccan flag carrier Royal Air Maroc
is reportedly planning to connect
Casablanca and Daxing Airport in Beijing
later in 2019, for example, and Shanghai
Pudong and Guangzhou routes may
also be on the cards for the carrier.
Interestingly, Morocco launched a visa
exemption for Chinese citizens in 2016.
In terms of African airspace, the Mombasa
Roadmap should improve matters. It will
enhance the seamlessness of African skies
through collaborative decision making and
air traffic flow management initiatives.
The final ingredient necessary to cook
up greater success for African route
development is closing the skills gap. For
aviation on the continent to reach its full
potential, the creation of a skilled and
sustainable workforce is essential.
IATA is pushing new training programmes
to assist the region. “New technologies
are spawning new ways of working and
we cannot easily predict what tomorrow’s
jobs will entail,” said Muhammad Ali
Albakri, IATA’s Regional Vice President for
Africa and the Middle East. “But preparing
the next generation with the capacity for
lifelong learning will allow them to adapt
to a rapidly evolving economy.”
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Perception problem

Recent route development in Africa points
to a brighter future for intra-continental
flights. EgyptAir has just started
operations to Douala, Cameroon, the third
new African destination for the airline
this year following the start of services
to Rwanda and Côte d’Ivoire. And Air
Tanzania has launched a Dar Es SalaamJohannesburg service. The Tanzanian
carrier has also begun flying to Mumbai in
India using a Boeing 787-800.
How that latter route fares will be
noteworthy. African carriers sometimes
struggle to attract international travellers.
Even though they pass the same safety
tests as other airlines and often operate
new aircraft, there can be a perception
problem.
This will need to be overcome. African
airlines have a real need to break into
intercontinental markets. Though their
breakeven load factors are lower than
the global average, achieving just 60.7%
in 2018 means they still didn’t do enough.
This led to a combined loss of $0.1 billion.
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Reasons to be cheerful

Both the Middle East and Africa have
challenges ahead. And it looks as though
the situation might get worse before
it gets better. The recent disruption to
British Airways and Lufthansa flights to
Cairo highlights the continuing tensions.
Nevertheless, looking further ahead,
there are reasons to be optimistic. The
Middle East has both the political will
and the financial clout to overcome
short-term obstacles and Africa has such
overwhelming potential that it cannot
be ignored. China’s increasing interesting
provides evidence of this.
But to exploit the desire for air
connectivity, commercial changes
will need to be accompanied by more
concrete development. In particular,
African governments will need to follow in
the footsteps of Middle Eastern aviation
policies to promote air transport.
With a following wind, route development
in both regions could take flight.

Global
Outreach
It all begins at Miami International Airport,
Florida’s Global Gateway:
• Among the Top 3 Gateways to the USA and the Leading Airport
Connecting the Americas.
• The USA’s #1 International Freight Hub and the #1 Airport for
International Passengers to Florida.
• Served by Over 100 Airlines with Flights From 157 Passenger
and 112 Cargo Destinations Around The World.
• New Air Service Incentive Program – ASIP6 – now available.

www.miami-airport.com
Photo Courtesy: Felipe Galvez

iflyMIA | marketing@miami-airport.com

MIDDLE EAST

Low-cost sector picking up
pace in the Middle East
The Middle East has for the last decade and a half been dominated by the big
three: Emirates, Etihad Airways and Qatar Airways. But low-cost carriers (LCC) are
beginning to make their mark and expand across the region

Middle Eastern carriers posted an 8.1%
demand increase in June compared to the
same month last year, according to the
International Air Transport Association
(IATA).
This was 0.6% up on the growth in May
and was largely driven by the developing
low-cost airline market, although fullservice carriers continue to expand their
offerings in the region.
The likes of flynas, flyadeal, Air Arabia and
Jazeera Airways are spreading their wings,
while Oman Air and Gulf Air are also
growing their network in a sustainable
fashion, adding to the ever-growing big
three of Emirates, Qatar Airways and
Etihad Airways.
One particularly interesting recent market
move is the announcement by Kuwaiti
low-cost carrier (LCC) Jazeera Airways
of its first low-cost long-haul route, from
Kuwait International Airport to London
Gatwick Airport.
The airline will start a daily Airbus
A320neo route from 27 October this year.
This will be the first new service from the
UK to Kuwait in 55 years.
Marvan Boodai, Chairman, Jazeera
Airways said the carrier is building a “great
reputation” in the Middle East in the
low-cost airline sector, offering a “strong
alternative” to the legacy airlines.
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Low-cost boom

Air Arabia is another LCC that is taking off
in the region and has added a new route
from Sharjah to Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan.
The new flight began operating four times
a week from 4 July this year, when the first
service departed Sharjah International
Airport and arrived at Manas International
Airport in Bishkek.
Air Arabia now serves over 170
international and domestic routes from its
hubs in the UAE, Morocco and Egypt.
One of the region’s earliest-established
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LCCs is Saudi Arabian carrier, flynas. The
low-fare airline was the Saudi Kingdom’s
first budget offering.
Flynas is targeting India in its latest route
development move, having launched a
new route from Riyadh to Delhi to meet
growing demand from passengers. India
boasts the fourth-highest number of
travellers in Saudi Arabia with around 3.3
million passengers per annum.
As of 1 July, there will be five flights per
week connecting Riyadh and Delhi and
starting October there will be daily flights.

MIDDLE EAST

The carrier has already increased its
flights between Riyadh and Hyderabad
from two to four weekly flights.
India is not the only focus though. As part
of flynas’ global expansion strategy, it has
added five new destinations this summer:
Sarajevo, Vienna, Batumi, Tbilisi and Baku.
Another emerging LCC in Saudi Arabia
is flyadeal, the low-cost arm of Saudi
Arabian Airlines Corporation, which
is investing heavily in its fleet to fuel
network development plans. The carrier
has ordered 30 Airbus A320neo aircraft
and has options for a further 20 A320neo,
with deliveries starting in 2021.
The move has been made in response
to continuing growth in passenger
demand across domestic, regional and
international routes. It will give the LCC a
wealth of new route development options,
making flyadeal one to watch for over the
next few years.
Oman and Bahrain expansion

Emirates, Qatar Airways, Etihad and
Saudi Arabian Airlines have dominated
the Middle East, but this is changing,

as competition grows amid the rapid
development of the low-cost sector.
Other national carriers are also
expanding, although it seems they are
taking a somewhat more measured and
sustainable approach.
Oman Air, the home airline of the
Sultanate of Oman, has commenced its
new daily direct service between Greece
and Oman, with the first flight departing
Muscat International Airport to Athens
International Airport on 1 June 2019.
Abdulaziz Al Raisi, Chief Executive Officer,
Oman Air, said: “Since we announced
this route last year, we have seen strong
interest in this destination, both from
the travel trade community and leisure
travellers.
“We expect this daily service connecting
Muscat with Athens to further stimulate
economic, trade and business relations
between our two countries. Apart from
strengthening and opening up new
business opportunities between Greece
and Oman, our flights will also act as a
catalyst in driving the expansion of Greek

tourists to our beautiful country, Oman.”
The new service between Muscat and
Athens is the airline’s 54th destination
and second route launched this year after
Alexandria, Egypt and is part of Oman Air’s
fleet and network expansion programme,
which will see the airline operate up to
70 aircraft to around 60 destinations by
2022.
Meanwhile, over in Bahrain, Gulf Air,
the national carrier of the Kingdom of
Bahrain, has welcomed a third Airbus
A320neo, which on 26 October will begin
operating the airline’s newest destination
– Male in the Maldives.
This delivery is part of a major fleet
development project, which will see the
airline receive a total of 12 Airbus A320neo
aircraft by the end of 2023. Gulf Air will
operate five weekly non-stop flights from
Bahrain International Airport.
Gulf Air also increased its direct Delhi
service from two to three daily flights
starting from 9 July, bringing the number
of flights it operates to India to 75 weekly
flights and eight destinations: Mumbai,
Delhi, Chennai, Thiruvananthapuram,
Cochin, Hyderabad, Calicut and Bangalore.
Krešimir Kučko, Chief Executive Officer,
Gulf Air, said the move is intended to
satisfy the high demand to and from India
and cater to passengers’ needs across the
Gulf Air network.
Development of the Middle East LCC
sector has been slower than other regions
but is now picking up pace and the effect
of this expansion over the next few years
will be interesting, especially as to how
it impacts the big three(Emirates, Qatar
Airways and Etihad). The question will
be whether there is enough room for
everybody.

Kuwaiti low-cost carrier Jazeera Airways is
to start its first low-cost long-haul route,
from Kuwait International Airport to London
Gatwick Airport
Autumn 2019 | Airline Routes & Ground Services
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New Danish airline
takes to the skies
Start-up carrier Great Dane Airlines has launched flights
from Aalborg Airport in Denmark to Dublin, Nice and
Edinburgh and is focused on starting small and growing
gradually, writes Justin Burns
The European regional carrier market has been
challenging in recent times, resulting in a batch
of airlines falling by the wayside, but new start-up
Great Dane Airlines is looking to buck the trend.
Based at Aalborg Airport, the carrier started
twice-a-week narrow-body routes from Aalborg
to Dublin Airport on 21 June and to Nice Airport
on 26 June and the latest service to start was
Edinburgh Airport on 27 June.
These three services utilise Great Dane's two
aircraft, 118-seat Embraer E195s leased from
Stobart Air, while ground handling for the new
regional airline will be provided by Aalborg
Handling in Aalborg and Swissport in Edinburgh.
Thomas Hugo Møller, Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) and Founder, Great Dane Airlines, said the
decision to base the carrier at Aalborg Airport
was made as it saw a gap in connectivity being
offered in the northern Jutland region. It intends
to help fill that gap by offering scheduled and
charter flights to the local community.
“This opening in the market gave us the idea to
start an airline with strong local roots,” he said.
“There are similar connectivity gaps and
under-served communities across Scandinavia,
and we are in talks with tour operators,
particularly in Sweden, to try and exploit these
opportunities.”
Møller is sure the scheduled routes will be a
success and noted that there has been good
demand so far. Referring to the Edinburgh
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connection, which operates on Mondays and
Thursdays, he said the low frequency fits the
current demand, but also gives business and
leisure travelers the opportunity to make the
most of their time in either destination.
Aalborg becomes the third Danish route
offered from Scotland’s busiest airport, joining
Edinburgh’s existing services to Copenhagen (16
weekly flights) and Billund (twice-weekly flights).
No other airport in Scotland now serves more
destinations in Denmark than Edinburgh and
it now offers over 3,400 weekly seats to the
Nordic nation, with Great Dane joining easyJet,
Norwegian, Ryanair and SAS, which already fly
to Denmark. Of the 37 country markets served
from the UK’s sixth-busiest airport, Denmark is
the 13th-largest as a result of the new service to
Aalborg.
The Danish regional carrier will also operate
charter flights out of Aalborg. “The demand
has been good for the charter flights and we
expect our loads to strengthen as the summer
progresses,” Møller said. “We are working with
great partners [Bravo Tours and Nilles Travel]
on the services to Rhodes, Palma de Mallorca
and Varna, which always helps to make these
operations successful.”
The Embraer factor
The E185, he said, suits the start-up carrier’s
needs and demands as with 188-seats it is just the
right size for the Aalborg market. “Its wide seats
and 2x2 configuration makes it a very comfortable
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NUMBER OF
AIRCRAFT

2 Embraer
E195s
NUMBER OF
ROUTES

8

G R E AT D A N E A I R L I N E S

Great Dane Airlines touches down in
Edinburgh for the first time
Autumn 2019 | Airline Routes & Ground Services
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aircraft, which was another factor in our
decision making. While we intend to continue
operating this aircraft type for some time, and
we certainly see aircraft like Embraer’s E195-E2
as a possible replacement aircraft in the future,”
Møller added.
There are, in his opinion, opportunities to
expand the network in future and the airline
is already eyeing up more direct flights to
European cities from Aalborg, icluding both
scheduled and charter services.
But Møller said it does not have rapid expansion
ambitions, and it is concentrating on “starting
small and gradually growing larger”.
The European airline market has suffered some
casualties in the last 18 months with the likes
of Monarch Airlines, Primera Air, flybmi and
Germanwings all going bankrupt while the big
groups like IAG, Lufthansa Group, Air France
KLM Group, easyJet and Ryanair grow ever
stronger.
Personalised service
The core of Great Dane Airlines' strategy for
success, it seems, is to offer a personalised
services to passengers.
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“We are a local and regional airline and we
want our customers to feel that, by offering
them all a service to remember. You are more
than just a seat number to Great Dane Airlines,”
Møller explained.
There will be some big challenges ahead, but
what does he see as the biggest in the short
and medium term?
“After operational safety of course, survival
is our next priority, as it is with every start-up
company. It’s a competitive industry and we
know we must work hard to change travel
habits and perceptions,” Møller said.
“We already have great local awareness in our
own catchment, so now we must think about
building our awareness in our destination
markets to ensure we start to stimulate twoway traffic on our routes.”
Aalborg Airport CEO Søren Svendsen
welcomed the start of services by Great Dane
Airlines. “From Aalborg Airport’s point of view,
Great Dane Airlines has located an unfulfilled
market potential for both leisure and business
traffic – in terms of a medium aircraft capacity,
which matches the demand for a direct route
to Edinburgh.”
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“
After operational
safety of course,
survival is our
next priority, as
it is with every
start-up company.
It’s a competitive
industry and we
know we must
work hard to
change travel
habits and
perceptions

GROUND HANDLER

Oman emerging from the
shadows of its big neighbours
Oman Aviation Services is expanding fast on the back of rising air traffic in
Oman and the growth of Oman Air, writes Justin Burns

Oman’s air traffic has been increasing strongly
over the years at its two main hubs, Muscat
International Airport and Salalah International
Airport.
This growth has helped development of
national carrier Oman Air along with Oman
Aviation Services (OAS) and its ground handling
unit, Oman Ground Handling.
Traffic has doubled over a five-year period in
Muscat from 7.5 million in 2013 to 15.3 million in
2018, with this expansion showing no signs of
slowing to a halt any time soon.
Dr Khalfan Al Shueili, CEO of OAS, said 2019 is
a very good year, as the move away from Oman
Air last year to become part of the Oman
Aviation Group allows the Oman Ground
Handling division to grow even stronger.
“We managed to retain our customers,
increase our services and further optimise our
processes. This is underlined by us successfully
obtaining the RA3 certification to ensure the
smoothest transport of freight to European
Union destinations,” he said. “Throughout
the remainder of the year we will launch new
products and we will see the implementation
of an Integrated Management System on the
Quality side.”
Oman Air is Oman Ground Handling’s biggest
airline customer and it has grown in tandem
with the carrier's development, but the handler
is not solely reliant on Oman Air. It actively
engaging with other carriers, including trying to
attract new players to fly in and out of Oman.
Al Shueili believes the opportunities for
expansion are vast and he is confident the
24

Oman Aviation Services and ground handling unit Oman Ground Handling have grown strongly in
recent years, as national carrier Oman Air has expanded

handler will increase its market share in Muscat,
by welcoming more airline partners and as
Oman’s tourism sector continues to thrive –
but this must be sustainable growth.
Further growth, he notes, will be driven by the
newly implemented Integrated Management
System (IMS) that will cover ISO 9001
Quality Management, ISO 14001 Environment
Management, ISO 45001 Occupational Health
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and Safety Management, and ISO 10001
Customer Satisfaction along with new products
and services the company will launch.
Performance has been strong across all OAS’
business units and Al Shueili said all ground
handling units are working with a clearly defined
road map, making it easy for everyone to be "on
the same page” and perform in synergy with
other units.

O M A N AV I AT I O N S E R V I C E S

Oman Aviation Services will be prioritising
investments in and development of the ground
handling services that it offers in Muscat

“Besides a new state-of-the-art lounge in
Muscat, we have also other products and
services in the pipeline that will be quite an
innovation in Oman.”
However, despite all new glitzy future plans
and development of new services, he said the
business's biggest asset is its workforce and it
will continue to invest a sizeable amount into
colleagues to deliver the services at the highest
possible level.

Various units of OAS carry out tasks with
I-RESPECT as core values – which stands for
Innovative, Responsible, Efficient, Sustainable,
Proud, Equal, Caring and Transparent.
New trends
Globally, the ground handling marketplace is
evolving all the time, as new partnerships are
formed, consolidation continues at pace and
investment is made in the latest technology.
In the Middle East, Al Shueili said one notable
new trend is the regional expansion of global
players across the area and as air traffic
increases they continue to develop their
businesses.
Another is that major ground handling players
are moving into overseas markets which, in his
opinion, will surely improve ground handling
services for the benefit of customers across the
region.
Ground handlers are also enhancing their
product portfolios, branching out into new
services to give their bottom lines and revenues
a boost, by introducing ancillary services at
airport or even at off airport locations.

Other interesting trends are also taking shape in
the Middle East, according to Al Shueili.
“Ground handlers have started to form
alliances either in the form of membership
in an association or alliance, or to have a
possible joint venture that improves the ground
handler’s standing compared with global
competition,” he said.
“And last it is technological enhancement. Plus:
“Ground handlers have started seriously to
adopt the latest technologies in airports which
can significantly reduce their operating costs
and increase their profit margin.”
Future investments
As passenger traffic keeps growing strongly in
Oman, it seems this could be an optimum time
for OAS to invest in the business and expand
the ground handling services it provides.
Indeed, OAS will be prioritising investments
in and development of the ground handling
services that it offers in Muscat. “We are close
to announcing some new services that will be
highly appreciated by our airline customers
as well as by the passengers,” Al Shueili said.

Another central focus is investment in new
ground service equipment (GSE), new system
upgrades in its RMS and other parts of the
business, which he feels is a major aspect where
OAS is “excelling” versus competitors and peers
and highly perceived by customers and business
partners.
Oman Ground Handling recently strengthened
its fleet of GSE by acquiring 11 pieces of modern
lifting and loading equipment, as well as aircraft
pushback tractors to develop its operational
services and enhance capabilities to drive
efficiency and performance.
Some handling service companies in the region
have expanded outside of their home market.
OAS currently only operates in Oman but
does it harbour any plans to set up beyond the
country?
“We are indeed looking into this opportunity,”
Al Shueili said. “We believe that we are now
strong enough to transfer our success also
beyond Oman. But regional expansion is not
our priority right now. We are at early stages for
discussions and will continue them with a clear
focus – sustainability.”
The future certainly looks bright for OAS, but
it will not be making the mistake of expanding
too fast. Sustainability, it seems, is clearly more
important than market share.
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Turkish delight
Celebi Aviation has made the big move this year to Istanbul’s new hub and
continues its overseas expansion into new markets, writes Justin Burns

Celebi Aviation has had a challenging year including making
the big move in April from Istanbul Ataturk Airport to the
new state-of-the-art Istanbul Airport.
In 2019 to date, the Turkish ground handling services
provider has also had to overcome various difficulties in
the markets in which it operates, but despite this, it has
continued to expand the number of stations in its network,
customers served and product line offerings.
Thomas Konietzko, Executive Vice President Sales and
Marketing at Celebi Aviation, said there are widespread
headwinds, which vary from market to market, but it has
managed to overcome them.
“Increased costs are a challenge for the GHs and airlines
alike. Airport parameters are tremendous, whereas
distances have increased tremendously,” he said. “In
Hungary, there is a manpower shortage in a competitive
market environment, Austrian airport authorities released
a new licence tender and in India, the initial outcome of
the Airport Authority India (AAI) tender results have been
disappointing; we shall observe developments here.”
Celebi, he feels though, is well positioned, as it is in solid
agreements with airline partners to seek optimal solutions
for quality handling, in both ground handling and cargo.
“Our current network across Europe, Turkey and India
allows us to find the synergies to stimulate contractual
negotiations and find new opportunities,” said Konietzko.
Global expansion
Celebi now has a presence in five countries (Turkey, India,
Hungary, Germany and Austria) with 41 stations in its
network and among the new locations are in India, a key
market focus, where it opened in Bangalore and Hyderabad
and is signing new contracts with launch customers.
The ground handler has also made a major investment at its
Frankfurt warehouse in the pharmaceuticals, temperaturecontrolled and dangerous goods area and has extended a
contract with one of its largest customers for another two
and a half years.
“We believe that our service quality is the benchmark
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for the Frankfurt market and rather than downsizing the
operation, we feel stronger than ever and are currently
in discussion to increase the business in Frankfurt,” said
Konietzko.
Over in Hungary, he said business in Budapest, even though
competitive, has been increasing as well and the company
has secured new customers on both the GH and cargo
sides.
The Budapest market is one of the most vibrant in
Europe for ground handling and cargo and Celebi sees
a big opportunity to further improve service quality and
capacity with a new Cargo City set to open this November
in Budapest.
At its home base in Istanbul, Konietzko said there are also
new opportunities to exploit, as more airline route slots
have become available due to the extra capacity at Istanbul
Airport, and Celebi has more space itself in a brand-new
state-of-the-art cargo warehouse facility.
Celebi operates in four countries outside Turkey but will
not stop there. It is planning to expand its reach in future,
with markets in the Middle East, Asia and Africa on the
radar.
Eyes on India
India is currently the main market that Celebi is focused
on and since it moved into the country 10 years ago, it has
continually grown its operations.
Konietzko said the handler feels very confident and
comfortable in India and airlines there like Celebi, so the
main target is to expand in the pan-India region. “There is
so much potential in those markets for us as a favoured
ground handler in the region,” he said.
However, business in India has not gone as smoothly as it
would have liked: Celebi as it had targeted winning a larger
number of stations from the AAI tender it entered this year.
“The second run of the AAI tender is the biggest
opportunity for us to gain new stations and realise our
growth ambitions,” said Konietzko.
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Celebi now has a
presence in five
countries: Turkey,
India, Hungary,
Germany and Austria

C E L E B I AV I AT I O N

sustainability with a focus on reducing carbon
emissions. Celebi is helping lower its carbon
footprint in India by introducing an advanced
taxiing solution, ‘Taxibots’, across key airports
in India.
The company has signed an exclusive sale
agreement with IAI/TLD for up to 40 Taxibot
units across the country to ensure operational
efficiency at these airports, in addition to
reducing environmental damage.
The pilot-controlled semi-robotic Taxibots
are designed to significantly reduce fuel
consumption by 85% and foreign object debris
(FOD) by 50%, ensuring safety and reducing
congestion at the airport.
“Use of Taxibots will also bring down the
emission of CO2 and other noxious gases by
85%, and cut noise pollution at the airports by
60%,” said Konietzko. “We are keen on helping
the aviation industry to address environmental
concerns that are important for all of us.
Whatever we can do to think greener and to
be more focused on the environment, we,
as ground handlers, need to focus on this –
especially at the big industry events.”
Investments in other ground handling services
like lounges are also set to take place this
year and Celebi is always looking out for new
opportunities to extend its services beyond
its core products. A primary focus for this
year is to expand its premium services, Celebi
Platinum.

Thomas Konietzko, Executive
Vice President Sales &
Marketing, Celebi Aviation

“We have lost our largest customer in India, Jet
Airways, as they have announced bankruptcy.
“At the same time, we must see this as an
opportunity as well, as some of the slots from
Jet are to be used by other airlines.”
“Another challenge is the high royalties that
must be paid by GHs which have prompted
some domestic carriers to go for selfhandling,” he added.
Trends and investments
New trends in ground handling are always
emerging and they vary from market to market
but there are some that are the same wherever
a handler operates.

Two that Konietzko highlighted are low-cost
demand for services and automation, both of
which are resulting in challenges for GHs as air
traffic demand continues to increase.
“We are constantly challenged for the rates
in turnaround handling,” he said. “More and
more airlines are considering going with selfhandling, because they feel they can achieve
cheaper rates.
“We have to adapt to all these things. Ground
handlers need to see how they can still run
a profitable, quality-oriented business, while
always maintaining a safe environment.”
Another global trend is investment in

“We are participating inside and outside
of Turkey, for meet and greet services and
lounges,” said Konietzko. “We would like to
move this business from B2B to including more
B2C in the near future.”
All in all, 2019 has been a successful year
to date for Celebi and to top it all off, it
has become the first company in the world
to undergo IATA Center of Excellence
Certification for its in-house training
programmes.
“Celebi has a very specific culture in training
and throughout our history we have been
like a school to junior ground handlers who
are just starting off,” enthused Konietzko.
“This certification is the cherry on top of
how well we have been executing our training
[programs] for the past 60 years.”
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Taking flight
across the USA
PrimeFlight Aviation Services is focused on quality as is
grows its footprint, writes Justin Burns

PrimeFlight Aviation Services sees operational
challenges in the rest of 2019 – but on a more
positive note it is optimistic that the tide is
turning in regards to tight margins, as airline
customers seek quality first and foremost.
Wayne Ingle, VP, Safety and Operational
Support, PrimeFlight, foresees recruitment
and the growing number of competitors to be
2019’s most significant headwinds.
“We are also keeping an eye on the possible
reduction in allotted aircraft turn time looming
with some airlines,” he said.
Recruitment is an ongoing issue for the
handler, as is the case for many in the industry,
and Ingle said with US unemployment rates
declining, it has seen turnover increasing along
with a smaller applicant pool.
“This, combined with the lower margins
required to win new business, has further
increased the challenges in finding qualified
employees that possess the safety and
customer service focus required in the timesensitive business in which we operate,” he
added.
As for margins, which are tight for PrimeFlight,
Ingle believes this has come as the industry
has seen a large number of service companies
entering the market.
He said this, combined with airlines operating
on tighter margins with fears of another
downturn within the industry, has caused
margins to sink even lower.
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“However, we are starting to see this turn
back around with some carriers more focused
on keeping service quality levels high,” he
said. “We see carriers willing to pay fair rates,
particularly to ground handling providers that
are willing to invest in their carrier partners’
success.

PrimeFlight has itself expanded, as in June
it acquired Washington-based air cargo and
ground handling company, Majestic Terminal
Services. This move means it has grown its
handling footprint as well as adding new
service offerings to its network, including air
cargo and charter support services.

“Our continued investment in areas
ranging from safe equipment and increased
training to employee development and
safety programmes will ensure our carrier
partners continue to provide a safe, on-time
performance for their passengers.”

With a presence at 11 airports across the US,
Majestic offers a multitude of services including
cargo, mail, ground handling, truckyard, charter,
shuttle, aircraft cleaning and ground support
equipment maintenance services.

Ingle feels that there is a way to increase
margins for ground handlers.
“Reducing turnover, flexing labour with
seasonal changes and fleet optimisation all
play a significant role in improving margins
while also helping to provide a safe and ontime service delivery on behalf of carriers and
passengers alike,” he said.
He said PrimeFlight itself anticipates industry
consolidation, as with the number of service
provider options increasing, there will be rising
pressure on service providers and a stronger
focus on driving up service levels.
“With this stronger focus on service levels,
we hope to see carriers shift from a costdriven decision-making process to giving
their business to the best provider at the
fairest price,” Ingle said. “We think this shift
in priorities will drive the consolidation of
providers.”
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Majestic will operate under its own brand as a
wholly owned subsidiary, as PrimeFlight works
to integrate the operations into its service
network.
Majestic President Brian Cella said at the time
that the acquisition will provide the ability
to scale. He anticipates tremendous growth
opportunities that will help Majestic take on
the market with “renewed vigour”.
Many ground handling companies are moving
into new services to expand their portfolios
and boost revenue. Ingle said PrimeFlight
believes “whole-heartedly” in being able to
provide partners with a wide range of services,
from passenger assistance and ground handling
to fuelling and deicing, meaning it is better able
to align priorities and become a true partner.
Ingle said: “Seeing our customer relationships
as partnerships, and having the common goal
of creating a seamless and enjoyable travel
experience for each customer, allows us to
focus first on safety, quality and on-time

P R I M E F L I G H T AV I AT I O N S E R V I C E S

Wayne Ingle, VP, Safety &
Operational Support, PrimeFlight

performance through all facets of our service
delivery.
“The second focus then becomes how to
increase our service delivery efficiency,
whether that’s being able to cross-train and
cross-utilise employees or creating a more
efficient management structure to act on our
customers’ behalf. These efforts allow us to
reduce turnover and increase both service
levels and margins as a result.”
Investment in innovation and technology
both now and in the future is also important
for PrimeFlight, in Ingle’s view, as technology
in his opinion is a driving factor in operational
efficiency.
“We are actively engaged in projects that
will help improve not only our service levels
but how we staff, operate, and assign the
workload. We see being able to invest in
technology and operational resources as
necessary to staying completive within the
industry,” he said.
Ingle added that investing in technology goes
hand in hand with investing in the safety of
PrimeFlight's workforce and the company
strongly considers technology when selecting
assets and systems that drive operations.
“Our goal is to do everything we can to
provide the safest and most operator-friendly
equipment possible to reduce risk to our
employees,” he said. “As a result, we leverage
tech, such as anti-collision technology, in
both our training and safety systems.”
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The independent
thinking handler
Airline Assistance Switzerland currently only handles at Zurich
Airport but is looking to expand and is taking an innovative
approach to some challenges, writes Justin Burns

Zurich-based independent ground handler
Airline Assistance Switzerland (AAS) has added
to its list of airline clients this year and is now
targeting new markets.
The handler provides services to 15 airlines at
Switzerland’s busiest airport after securing a
major contract with ever-expanding Lufthansa
Group carrier Eurowings.
Speaking at IGHC in Madrid, Dieter Streuli
(pictured above),, Chief Executive Officer, AAS,
said the handler has seen significant growth.
“We have won major customers like Eurowings
so we could position ourselves very well in the
Zurich market,” he said. “We are well prepared
for the summer.”
AAS in one of only three handlers at Zurich
Airport, where it competes on the home turf
of Swissport and with fellow heavyweight
handler dnata.

Zurich Airport has seen steady growth, and in
2018 passenger traffic increased 5.8% to 31.1
million passengers while the number of aircraft
movements was up 3% This year's growth is
not set to be quite as dynamic, but still solid at
somewhere between 2 and 3%.
Streuli said there are significant plans to
develop the airport with additional aircraft
stands, construction of new Terminal A, and a
capacity increase, but there are challenges and
a bit of a capacity crunch.
'All growth is welcome infrastructure-wise
Zurich is somewhere at the limit,” he observed.
“The growth is a little bit faster than the
infrastructure enlargement that is taking
place especially in the summer with the delay
situations and ATC restriction – it is a huge
challenge for us.

“It is a hard position we have in Zurich with the
main competitor Swissport on its home turf,
but we are doing well,” Streuli said. “The PRM
business in Zurich is a huge project for us and
that is also doing well too.”

“It is a challenge as it is getting more and more
unplannable, as you base your staff planning on
a certain schedule and of course you already
know the schedule will not take place, but the
more and more it is shifting around, the more
you get problems with staff allocation leading
to higher staff costs, which is a key to success
in our business.”

He said AAS has a market share of 10-11% in
Zurich but given the fact that the Lufthansa
Group has 70% of the market, which is more,
or less with Swissport, the applicable market
share is about 30%
Capacity crunch

Many ground handlers are suffering
recruitment woes, in both retaining and
bringing in the right staff, but that is not the
case at AAS, which takes a flexible approach
with its 350 or so staff members.
“It is a significant issue for some, such as my
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competitors in Zurich, who always complain a
lot about it – but we don’t have that problem
because you have to think about how you can
solve the problem, rather than complaining
about it,” Streuli said.
“I think that the core of the problem is that
the existing providers have not really adapted
their staffing philosophy to this situation. For
example, if you put conditions on a guy that
he needs to work two weekends a month or
two late shifts or early, those are very narrow
conditions which are set for new employees
and such constraints are getting more and
more unattractive for people.”
The answer at AAS has been to use technology
to develop a shift marketplace. The handler
puts thousands of shifts up for the future
schedule and employees then pick which ones
they want to work.
Streuli said: “I do not force them to take
shifts and it is completely voluntary. If I have
unattractive shifts like early Saturday or
Sunday morning, then I have the flexibility to
increase the salary and hourly pay. I think for
$50 an hour everybody is willing to jump in and
this flexibility gives me quite an advantage over
other handlers.”
He said this innovative approach has been the
best solution to address the situation and his
only task is to ensure staff members complete
the shifts they have taken and also give them
proper training if needed.

A I R L I N E A S S I S TA N C E SW I T Z E R L A N D

“
We really think
that besides the
huge ground
handling monsters
like Menzies
Aviation, Swissport
International and
Celebi, there is
room for smaller
ground handlers to
fill some gaps
Streuli noted technology has been key in this
area in providing flexibility for the allocation of
staffing and thanks to the online marketplace,
AAS now has only one full-time HR staff
member working half a week, as opposed
to a team of four just five years ago. “It is a
self-propelled system and it is working well as I
have not faced any staffing issues,” he said.
Although Zurich is the only handling contract
at present for AAS, the handler believes the
time is right to dip into other markets if the
opportunities arise and it is looking at every
possibility.

know-how and assist each other in different
projects ranging from GSE procurement, to IT
development, to safety and security.
The current members are Goldair Handling
(Greece), AeroGround (Germany), AAS
(Zurich), GH Italia (Italy), and Aviator
(Nordics), but Streuli said the alliance could
expand. “We don’t cover the Western side to
ensure staff members complete the shifts they
have taken France, Portugal, Spain. There are
maybe some discussions to expand it in these
areas as well,” he said.

and being able to have systematics to better
predict the future,” he said.
“We are also working with AI using a tool that
predicts what could happen in the future
and enables me to improve my planning.
This is where we invest a lot of money to
have systems for planning and on top of that
tracking and GSE to improve efficiency, so I
know for example that I don’t need any more
conveyor belts.

“It is stable now and we are getting more
and more speed and we have a lot of ground
handling companies approaching us wanting to
be part of it. This is the logical next move. We
want to add new GHs to the alliance.”

“There is a lot of potential to improve
operational efficiency – and of course on
the passenger side, self-bag drops could lead
to more efficiency, but technology will not
change the game although it will help us be
more efficient.”

Technology will not change the game
There is much talk in the industry about
investment in new cutting-edge technology will
help boost business for ground handlers and
solve the problems that exist.

AAS was impacted in Zurich by the collapses of
Air Berlin and then Germania, but fortunately
its other airline clients quickly stepped in to fill
the route slots and it even got an upswing out
of the changes.

“We really think that besides the huge ground
handling monsters like Menzies Aviation,
Swissport International and Celebi, there is
room for smaller ground handlers to fill some
gaps,” he said.

However, Streuli that while it helps, technology
will not change the game completely, as at the
end of the day humans are needed to take the
suitcases into the aircraft.

AAS was a founding member of the
Ground.net alliance, whose five members share

However: "Technology helps increase efficiency
– like our marketplace for staffing, planning,

“if you want to be in an industry that is
certain and stable then don’t step into ground
handling as it is highly volatile,” he said. “We
believe our portfolio is quite stable and most
of our customers are consolidators and not
single entities. There are uncertainties, but it is
manageable.”

Streuli said it wants to expand and grow and
has filed tender documents for a handling
contract at vibrant Vienna Airport, where
traffic is growing at pace, which if secured
would be its first foray out of Switzerland. AAS
is also looking at the potential to win contracts
at both EuroAirport in Basel and Geneva
Airport.
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value at the different touchpoints of the
customer journey by putting the customer
at the centre. “For instance, improving the
inflight experience or the development of new
functionalities within the carrier application/
website to engage customers,” she said.
The third major trend, Mota believes, will
be an increased focus on the adoption
of eco-friendly practices across the value
chain by ground handlers, carriers, airport
infrastructure, IT and GSE providers.
Groundforce, like much of the handling
market, feels the pressure from tight margins
and the handler’s position in the middle of the
value chain – being the meat in the sandwich,
as it were.
GROUNDFORCE

Diligent planning
the key to success

Groundforce has had a demanding year as airline
closures, growing air traffic and ATC strikes have
impacted business
Portuguese ground handler Groundforce
has been planning diligently to overcome the
industry’s peaks and troughs.
The Lisbon-headquartered handler was
affected earlier this year by the closure of one
of its clients, when Germania went bankrupt
in February, and has also felt the impact of
growing air traffic and ATC strikes.
Catarina Gomes Mota, Commercial Director,
Groundforce (pictured above), said the main
operational challenges will continue to be
centred in the same three main pillars: safety,
punctuality and service excellence.
In her view, the best way to handle them
is changing due to a disruptive technology
environment, higher traffic congestion and
more ‘tailor-made’ standards demanded by the
carriers.
However, opportunities are there for the
taking.
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“One important opportunity will be the
ability to develop and implement changes in
operational and support processes to keep
pace with technological progress.
“Particularly at Groundforce Portugal, our
CEO, Paulo Leite, has been driving the entire
organisation to actively incorporate in its
activity a transformational environment,
improving the efficiency of the operations,”
Mota said.

Mota said that on one hand, GHs face
demands from carriers to meet SLAs, which
are becoming more exacting and specific
to each operation, while on the other hand,
GHs' activity is influenced by the operating
and financial model established by the airport
infrastructure.
So what does Groundforce do to overcome
the pressures?
“First, it is crucial to establish sustainable and
long-term partnerships with carriers, where
there is a clear understanding of each side's
obligations and goals,” she said. “Also, GHs
should establish continuous improvement
practices to guarantee that new procedures
are tested and implemented to foster greater
efficiency.
“Finally, it is important to have control
mechanisms to guarantee that all services
delivered are being fully charged to the
carriers, not allowing any revenue loss,” Mota
added.

She also said it will be very important to
identify and explore synergies across the
different areas of organisation to improve
operating margins, while another opportunity
will be to leverage existing knowledge in other
value-added business to customers.

Air traffic control strikes are also unwanted,
Mota said, as these irregularities create
substantial costs for all the players in
the market but particularly for GHs like
Groundforce.

Trends are always changing and Mota sees
the main one being the implementation of
new technologies such as the self-baggage
drop-off counters and development of artificial
intelligence solutions.
Another trend will be the challenge of adding

“It is always more expensive to handle an
operation in which the flights are considerably
deviated from their estimated time (and even
worse, without any pattern) and also when we
have staff planned according to each carrier’s
operation and specifications,” she concluded.
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A I R P O RT S E RV I C E S ( A N T I G U A )

Caribbean capacity
crunch
Airport Services (Antigua) is facing various headwinds
but is optimistic for the future as there are plans to
improve infrastructure on the island

market. Richards noted that in the Caribbean,
airlines are looking for “optimum service at
the lowest price possible” – much the same as
other regions.
But how does she think GHs like ASA can
increase their margins? “GHs must focus on
ways to make their operation lean and remain
keen on ways to survive the margin squeeze,”
she said.

The rest of 2019 looks set to be challenging
for Antigua-based ground handler Airport
Services (Antigua) – ASA – as it battles intense
competition and a lack of capacity at Antigua
VC Bird International Airport.

Demand into the Caribbean continues to grow
as airlines add new routes into the islands,
popular holiday spots for North American and
European travellers alike, but there is a lack of
capacity at many gateways.

Among the handler’s airline clients are British
Airways, Virgin Atlantic, United Airlines,
Caribbean Airlines and American Airlines but it
also provides services for a host of others.
Marva Richards, Operations Manager,
ASA, identified the three most significant
operational challenges for ASA in the rest of
2019 as increasing numbers of PRMs, multiple
handlers in a small airport and a lack of arrivals
slots, all of which put pressure on operations.

This growth presents opportunities for ground
handlers (GH) in the region and Richards said
an increase in the Antigua island hotel stock
will allow for more arrivals and the opportunity
to handle more aircraft turnarounds.

Despite the challenges she said the handler
is optimistic that the rest of the year will be
a positive in terms of winning new airline
contracts.
“We remain committed to enhancing our
operational efficiencies through continuous
improvements, thus keeping our customers
happy,” she said. “On the other hand, the
emphasis on price by airline carriers, to replace
service quality, is an issue for ground handlers
at this time.”

Another growing opportunity is the
introduction of ‘home porting’ – a VIP meet
and greet service for passengers – for which
ASA continues to see strong demand and
which it will further expand in Antigua.
New trends are always emerging, but some
are unchanged, and Richards said the handler
has noted that airlines are reducing their
supervisory staff and other offerings as they
seek to cut their overhead costs. She also
expects market consolidation of GHs to
continue to follow the same path, with more
linking up in the future.
Margins are tight for most GHs globally and it
seems this trend does not vary from market to

Richards said that ASA has the view it is very
important to diversify and offer more services,
especially in the Caribbean region where
volumes tend to be low, making it a necessity
to branch out into different services to
supplement those low volumes.
Innovation and technology are central debates
in the industry today but investment very
much depends on the size of the market and
operator. Spending large amounts on the latest
technology can be fruitless, especially where
money is tight and can be better used.
Antigua itself is not a huge market and
Richards noted that “every attempt” must be
made to keep up with the changing times as
well as changes in technology. However, she
added that investing can be difficult with the
low volumes normally seen at ASA’s location.
Another recurring theme being discussed
extensively in the industry is recruitment.
Antigua, it seems, is not immune to this
difficulty. “Retaining ground handling staff is
becoming an issue,” Richards said. “The long
hours, shift work, heavy demands from the
carriers and low wages do not encourage longterm retention.”
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Miami just keeps on growing
Florida’s busiest gateway,
Miami International
Airport is going from
strength to strength – and
2019 is set to be another
record year

MIA
Traffic continues to grow at Miami
International Airport (MIA) and is not likely set
to slow anytime soon at the Florida gateway,
as new routes domestically and internationally
take-off.

In the first three months of 2019 grew by
583,073 over the same period last year –
representing a 5% increase in the airport’s first
operating quarter.

Frontier currently operates 14 weekly flights
from MIA: daily flights to Denver; four weekly
flights to Philadelphia; and three weekly flights
to Atlanta.

MIA’s growth included an additional 306,421
(+5.5%) international passengers and 276,652
(+4.6%) domestic passengers year over year.

After launching into the Miami market in
2014, Frontier has become MIA’s fifth-busiest
passenger airline, carrying more than 725,000
passengers in 2018.

Among airlines expanding their presence at
MIA are low-cost carrier Frontier Airlines,
which will grow its schedule in November by
28 weekly flights and six additional routes,
bringing its total weekly departures to 57.

The new schedule will include three weekly
flights to Hartford/Springfield and three weekly
flights to San Juan beginning 14 November,
in addition to four weekly flights to Boston
starting 15 November – three first-time routes
by Frontier from MIA.
Frontier will also launch four daily flights to
Detroit starting 15 November, as well as bring
back daily service to New York LaGuardia and
Chicago O’Hare on 14 November. Plus, the LCC
will begin daily service from MIA to Las Vegas
on 10 September, followed by four weekly
flights to both Cincinnati and Cleveland on 10
October.
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MIA also welcomed the inaugural WarsawMiami flight by LOT Polish Airlines on 1 June
– the only direct route between Florida and
Eastern Europe. LOT operates four weekly
flights with Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner aircraft

Warsaw brings MIA’s network of European
destinations to 24, while Miami will join LOT’s
eight other non-stop destinations in North
America.

Other route enhancements are low-cost longhaul carrier Norwegian's daily flights to London
Gatwick Airport, which started on 1 April; Royal
Air Maroc’s three weekly flights to Casablanca
on 3 April; and Corsair’s four weekly flights to
Paris Orly Airport that started on 10 June.
The Casablanca route is MIA’s first passenger
flights to Africa since the year 2000 and
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Florida’s only non-stop service to the
continent.

“It is very encouraging to see MIA begin 2019
with a strong start, even before our busy
summer travel season and the launch of four
popular international routes,” said Lester
Sola, MIA Director and CEO. “MIA grew by
one million passengers in 2018, and we are
optimistic about a larger increase this year.”

VIEW FROM THE AIRPORTS

Berlin’s new hub finally on
target for opening
Berlin Brandenburg Airport has been plagued with construction and planning
issues but is set to open in October 2020, eight years behind schedule

BER
A
Development of Berlin Brandenburg Airport
(BER) has been somewhat of a national
embarrassment to Germany, as it was meant
to open in 2012, but has been delayed due to
persistent construction delays and planning
permission problems.

However, there is light at the end of the tunnel,
as the gateway is set to be opened in October
2020, and a topping out ceremony has taken
place for Terminal 2 (T2), the last major
operational structure to be built.
The terminal will be designed to handle 6
million passengers a year and serve as a
terminal for arrivals and departures, providing
everything from check-in, baggage drop-off
and claim to security controls and service
facilities through to retail and gastronomy.

BER's operator is Flughafen Berlin
Brandenburg and CEO Engelbert Lütke
Daldrup said the topping out ceremony for T2
is a big moment for the new airport and it is
the last piece in the jigsaw, before the airport
goes into operation.

“The topping out ceremony marks an
important first milestone for Terminal T2.
It is now crucial that the conditions for the
installation of the baggage handling system are
accomplished by autumn,” he said.

T2 will increase the capacity of BER to between
28 and 30 million passengers in the first stage

of expansion. Together with Schönefeld
Airport, which will be in operation until the end
of 2025 (and will later become BER Terminal
T5), over 40 million passengers will be able to
be handled per year at the airport from 2020.
It seems this is no false dawn and BER will
finally be welcoming flights, as in May this year,
the operator said establishment of the airlines’
location for flight operations had begun
with all airlines, participating authorities and
ground handling services attending a meeting.
Allocation of the biggest airlines has been
completed and is also taking place in stages for
a further 80 other carriers who will operate at
Berlin’s new hub.
In the future, easyJet and Lufthansa will
be located in the central main Terminal 1.
Eurowings will be located in the currently

under-construction T2, which will have a direct
connection to Pier Nord. Ryanair will use the
current Schönefeld Airport terminals, which
will be converted to T5 in BER.

The airport's capacity does seem a little low,
considering the projected growth in Berlin and
other new city hubs like Istanbul Airport, which
opened in April and can handle 90 million
passengers.
Berlin’s other airport, Berlin Tegel, is to shut
once the new hub is open, but there have been
calls – including from Ryanair – for it to remain
open to ensure that there is sufficient capacity
in and out of Berlin.

Only time will tell if Berlin’s new airport can
meet future demand, although for now, just
getting it opened is the first priority and target.
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World’s busiest single-runway airport
looking to invest in technology
Capacity at Gatwick Airport is always under pressure and in its five-year investment
programme, the airport has identified a range of future projects, it is planning,
many utilising automation and technology, as it looks to boost operational
efficiency
Gatwick Airport has published a new five-year
Capital Investment Programme (CIP) which has
a clear focus on investing in projects utilising
automation and technology.

stand, as well as improved gate waiting areas.
The design incorporates automated boarding
technology which uses biometrics to process
passengers through e-gates straight onto the
aircraft.

vacate the runway at the optimum location,
enabling the best usage and operational
performance.

LGW
The London airport said the initiatives are part
of a strategy to enable sustainable growth.
They include robotic parking and automated
boarding technology, which will speed up
boarding and give passengers more choice
about how they spend their time.
Gatwick now serves 46 million passengers
a year, and said the CIP provides a strong
focus on improving facilities for passengers
and airlines, as well as continuing to enhance
operational performance.

The single biggest project to be delivered
within the next five years is the Pier 6 Western
extension (pictured above) which will offer
over half a million more North Terminal
passengers the opportunity to embark and
disembark their aircraft via a jetty-served

Similar projects successfully run by operator
VINCI Airports will provide inspiration for
the Pier 6 extension’s coffee shops and retail,
aiming to ensure passengers can enjoy these
facilities right up to the point of boarding.
Other new projects include main runway
technology optimisation utilising new
technology such as time-based flow
management, which is already deployed at
other UK airports and offers the potential to
increase the capability of the main runway,
creating opportunities for resilience and
growth.

The airport will also investigate a rapid exit
taxiway, a new taxiway which allows aircraft to

Baggage auto re-flighting is another project in
the pipeline. For the rare occasions when bags
are not transferred to a connecting flight, the
re-flighting process will be automated, allowing
luggage to be sent on without being first
retrieved from the system.
Infrastructure to support greater use of
electric and hybrid vehicles by passengers and
staff, in particular on the airfield, is also on the
radar.

Future emerging projects include provision of
electric and computer-driven airside vehicles,
including tugs which tow aircraft to stands,
auto-dock airbridges, automation of baggage
handling, a new special assistance airside
lounge for the South Terminal and more water
drinking fountains and recycling facilities.

Stewart Wingate, CEO of Gatwick Airport, said:
“The plans explore ways we can grow capacity
sustainably, including providing more space in
our departure lounges. This investment will
support our existing airlines, help attract new
airlines and provide an enhanced service for
the millions of people who choose to fly from
Gatwick.
“We have outlined our long-term growth
strategy in our final master plan and the
Capital Investment Programme we are sharing
today gives a more detailed view of our shortterm plans which will continue to improve our
service proposition and lay foundations for the
future.”
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Recipes for success
In-flight catering is not simply a case of feeding faces: today’s passengers
demand a choice of high-quality, delicious, environmentally conscious
cuisine, write Megan Ramsay
“The global in-flight catering market is
expected to grow at a significant CAGR
(compound annual growth rate) in the
upcoming period as the scope and its
applications are rising enormously across
the globe,” according to Woo Kam Weng,
CEO at Pos Aviation in Malaysia, which offers
ground services including in-flight catering
provision.
There are several factors driving this growth.
These include an increasing focus on
offering culturally diverse food, high demand
for healthy choices from the growing
number of health-conscious travellers, and
technological advances in onboard food
ordering.
For instance, passengers on Norwegian’s
B787 Dreamliner aircraft can order snacks
and drinks directly from the touch screen of
the in-flight entertainment system, with all
payments being cashless.
However, Woo notes that a growing focus
on weight reduction and cost reduction in
order to improve fuel consumption may
restrain the overall market growth.
For instance, he says airlines are reducing
costs by opting for smaller meal portions
– but they are also continuing to develop
innovative and nutritious meal options.
Japan’s All Nippon Airlines (ANA) is one
example. Its in-flight meal planning and
development department, alongside chefs
both in Japan and overseas, work together to
develop new menus.
A spokesperson outlines: “When creating
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a new menu, we try to create meals that
taste delicious after being heated again on
the flight, while referring to feedback from
customers and cabin attendants and using
a variety of ingredients that look colourful.
We use external advisors on how to present
western food on the plates, as we continue
to improve the quality of menu displays and
add a ‘trendy’ element.
“We understand cooking Japanese food
outside of Japan is difficult in many ways;
therefore we focus a lot on improving the
meal quality by teaching chefs based at
overseas locations,” the ANA spokesperson
says.
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“
When creating a
new menu, we try
to create meals that
taste delicious after
being heated again
on the flight
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Another factor to consider is that human taste
buds react differently at higher altitudes, losing
sensitivity as a result of pressure changes
and the dry atmosphere in aircraft cabins.
Therefore, recipes must be adapted to ensure a
pleasing flavour in the air.
Plus, Woo remarks that working in the in-flight
catering industry requires a broad knowledge
of mass production, production forecasting,
menu design and yield management – as well as
culinary skills and creativity.
Variety is the spice of life
Passengers’ food preferences are becoming
more diverse. Airlines must work not only
to devise menus that satisfy the demand for
choice, but also to contrive in-flight service
systems that meet passenger expectations,
such as more pre-order options.
At ANA: “We invite world-renowned chefs
as members of ‘The Connoisseurs’ to extend
ANA’s in-flight meals to the world. For the
flights departing overseas, we collaborate with
famous restaurants and hotels, and we … aim to
recreate restaurant quality in terms of taste and
appearance.“
Indeed, the airline recently won the SKYTRAX
award for its business class onboard catering.
One of the deciding factors in its success was
its collaboration with renowned chefs for flights
departing Germany and Belgium.

Describing its approach to other classes of
passenger, the spokesperson considers: “The
key is to fully personalise the passengers’ flight
time in first class. Therefore, there need to
be some twists so that first-class passengers
can enjoy their in-flight meal on demand. We
understand that the needs of passengers for
in-flight meals vary greatly depending on the
route, and therefore we provide a variety of
meals.
“For economy class we prepare a meal that
meets the needs of the majority.”
ANA always offers 24 specially designed meals.
While most requests used to come from
parents needing special meals for their children,
recent years have seen an increase in demand
for vegetarian meals.
“Although it is not easy to always prepare a
wide variety of special meals, we will consider
our future developments to fulfil diverse
passenger needs,” the ANA spokesperson
confirms, adding: “It is vital to provide a
specially cooked meal that is safe and delicious.”
The rise in popularity of vegetarian and vegan
diets, as well as increasing demand for more
sustainable sourcing, is having an impact
throughout the airline industry. Scandinavian
Airlines (SAS), for example, has expanded its
‘New Nordic by SAS’ concept, which is based on
seasonal dishes made from local produce, with
the addition of two vegetarian menus.

The new menus, introduced in response to
growing interest in plant-based meals, use
ingredients of Nordic provenance, such as Vreta
yellow peas, Slätte Gård field peas and Gotland
lentils. The produce in the New Nordic range
comes from small-scale Scandinavian suppliers,
and organic ingredients are used wherever
possible.
Karl Sandlund, Executive Vice President
Commercial at SAS, highlights the airline’s close
collaboration with “a handful of producers
from across Scandinavia in developing our
culinary ideas based on Nordic tradition and
provenance”.
Elsewhere, Emirates Airline works closely with
numerous suppliers across the markets it
serves in order to ensure the ingredients it uses
in its in-flight meals are locally sourced where
possible.
“We have always looked at suppliers who also
share our values,” a spokesperson says.
“Among them is our caterer in Japan, which
offers a farm-to-table experience and has
established a system to source freshly picked
vegetables from local farms, such as the
Hokuso Vegetable Farm, that are all within a
1km radius from their facility.
“Our olive oil producer, Castello Monte
Vibiano Vecchio Cantina in Italy, is the first, and
currently only, carbon neutral vineyard and
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Woo Kam Weng, CEO at Pos Aviation in
Malaysia, which offers ground services
including in-flight catering provision

“
The global in-flight
catering market is
expected to grow at
a significant CAGR
(compound annual
growth rate) in the
upcoming period
olive oil producer in the world. It owns 12,000
olive trees, located in the hills of its estate,” the
Emirates spokesperson reveals.
The airline also urges its partners to look for
sustainable options for the onboard products
they supply. Lakrids liquorice, which Emirates
serves in its first class cabins, will soon be
packaged in recyclable jars, for instance.
Plastic purge
In line with another of today’s prevailing
concerns, airline catering is undergoing a shift
away from the use of single-use plastics where
possible.
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Emirates introduced paper drinking straws on
its flights in June. It intends to replace plastic
swizzle sticks and stirrers with eco-friendly
alternatives by the end of the year. It is also
looking at expanding the initiative to include
food trays, cutlery and crockery, if suitable
materials can be found.
An Emirates spokesperson explains: “The
material must be sourced in a sustainable
manner and the production process should not
have a negative impact on the environment.
“We insist that our suppliers conform to ethical
and sustainable sourcing and production
methods. The material should also be reusable
or recyclable after use. For example, we are
conscious about the use of bioplastics as there
are not many facilities available to dispose of
them in a clean and efficient manner.
“Adopting a closed-loop approach towards the
sourcing of our in-flight products is a priority
for us,” the spokesperson continues.
“We scrutinise the life cycle of the alternative
products we are evaluating and are keen to
understand the entire process from production,
to use and end of life. We aim to introduce
products that have the least impact on our
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environment and implement ‘cradle-to-cradle’
processes when possible.”
For instance, Emirates has been sending large
plastic bottles from its flights for recycling at
various locations. This diverts an estimated
150,000 plastic bottles (about 3 tonnes) from
landfill each month in Dubai alone.
Furthermore, Emirates introduced ecoTHREAD
blankets – made from recycled plastic bottles –
for its economy class cabins in 2017.
Each blanket is made from 28 recycled plastic
bottles. By the end of this year, Emirates will
have saved 88 million plastic bottles from
landfill through this initiative.
ANA is also currently looking at alternative
materials to replace plastic items on its flights.
And Iberia has reduced the quantity of plastic
loaded onto its aircraft each year by 68.5 tonnes
through a swathe of initiatives.
The bulk of the savings stem from the use of
paper strips instead of plastic to wrap blankets
and duvets, but the airline has also made
changes with regard to in-flight catering.
Bamboo swizzle sticks are now in use, cutting
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plastic by 2.5 tonnes a year, while the use of
paper drinking straws has brought Iberia’s
annual onboard plastic total down by a further
4 tonnes.
Iberia’s LIFE+Zero Cabin Waste programme,
meanwhile, sees 80% of cabin waste, including
plastic, recycled.
The airline adds: “Plastic use on the ground
has also been reduced dramatically at Iberia’s
Premium Lounges in the Adolfo Suárez Madrid
Barajas Airport, where returnable glass bottles
have replaced cans and plastic containers, and
suppliers have been asked to use bulk formats
for many goods.
“This has led to a reduction of nearly 1 million
cans and 200,000 plastic containers, or 23.5
tonnes of cans and 6.5 tonnes of plastic every
year.”

Pos Aviation, meanwhile, has embarked on
using biodegradable materials for some of its
food packaging, as part of an ongoing effort to
cut plastic waste.

use of biodegradable materials to its existing –
and potential – in-flight catering customers. It
promotes “the three Rs” – reduce, reuse and
recycle – across its product range wherever
possible, he adds.

Woo says the company always suggests the
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AMADEUS

Connecting the
dots across the
air travel chain

As air traffic keeps on rising, investment in IT systems to
enhance operational efficiency, performance and reduce costs is
key to the success of ground handlers, airlines and airports alike,
and Amadeus is at the forefront of developments across the chain
The aviation industry is embracing new
technology with each sector at different stages
of the digital revolution – and as air travel
continues to soar, the need to invest has never
been greater.
Stakeholders have a better chance of future
success if they adopt new technologies that
have the potential to improve the efficiency of
operational processes, save costs and boost
the bottom line.
Amadeus is at the forefront of this
marketplace. The IT company provides various
products to the industry and now works with
120 ground handlers (GH), 130 airlines and
other stakeholders while continuing to develop
new solutions.
Ground handling is a relatively new sector
for Amadeus, and Stephan Hirmer, Head of
Passenger Systems, said since it entered the
market in 2012 it has worked closely with
ground handling clients.
The sector is a low-margin business and
companies are under constant financial
pressures. Hirmer said its ground handling
customers are always looking for more
functionality in systems and Amadeus plans on
rolling out more in future.
He explained one new function that will boost
business and improve efficiency: “One example
is the soon-to-be-launched multi-merchant
function. We are bringing that to the ground
handling business,” he said. “Companies will be
able to collect money directly from the airlines
without any tax issues.”
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Hirmer said Amadeus is signing up new
ground handlers all the time and it is looking
to develop its product offering for GHs
every year. “Our promise for GHs is that they
can use one interface with multiple airlines.
There is no switching over which creates
inefficiencies in ground handling and who can
use the same system,” he added.
“We want to try to provide them (GHs) with
the tools they need to be more efficient
and improve their operations. We look into
products and see how we can make them
more useful and create additional revenues.”
Hirmer said Amadeus also continues to work
IATA on One Order – the concept of a single
customer order record, holding all data
elements obtained and required for order
fulfilment across the air travel cycle – such
as customer data, order items, payment and
billing information, fulfilment data and status.
He added that One Order might be a disruptor
in the market and “we need to be ready”.
One Order will facilitate product delivery
and settlement between airlines and their
partners with one simplified and standardised
order management process. All parties will
follow a single process to service customers
throughout their entire product purchase and
delivery experience.
Common biometric platform
Amadeus works across all sectors of air travel
and another initiative has seen it team up with
Ljubljana Airport, Adria Airways and LOT for
a biometric boarding pilot, a step towards
their vision of a common, centralised industry
platform for biometrics.
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Stephan Hirmer, Head of Passenger Systems
at Amadeus

The pilot saw passengers enrol using an
Amadeus smartphone app that captured a
‘selfie’ alongside their passport photo and
boarding pass, all stored securely on a remote
server. A photo of the passenger was then
captured at the boarding gate and matched
against those stored on the server to validate
the passenger’s identity and flight status. Upon
successful matching a message was conveyed
to the Departure Control System and the
passenger was able to board smoothly.
“The pilot was a great success,” Hirmer said. “It
is all done on a mobile phone and you can use
it anywhere. Passengers are in full control and
we want to resolve this piece of the puzzle.”
The pilot saw the average passenger boarding
time reduced by about 75% with boarding
taking two seconds, rather than the typical
five to 10 seconds per passenger. It paves the

AMADEUS

Use of Amadeus self-service kiosks (left) is
growing across the globe

“We are looking into the solution to ease the
end-to-end process and make it as frictionless
as possible,” Hirmer added.
“We want the passenger to be in full control
so the passenger can do it all from their
mobile device and then just show up at the
airport, where they are recognised and have a
smooth and seamless journey through. We are
now looking at rolling it out.”
Last part of the jigsaw
Another big move by Amadeus is completion
of the acquisition of ICM Airport Technics
(ICM) for an undisclosed sum. ICM develops
passenger automation and self-service bag
drop solutions for airports and airlines and is
based in Sydney, Australia.
The addition of ICM’s portfolio of solutions
strengthens Amadeus’ ability to re-imagine
check-in, boarding and security in ways that
significantly enhance the traveller experience,
improve efficiency of operations and reduce
costs.

way for a common biometric solution making
check-in, security and boarding easier.
The answer to queues
The technology is seen as an answer to lengthy
queues at airport as passenger numbers
continue to rise. It enable faster and smoother
airport processes for passengers.
For airports, the technology can deliver an
improved service to their airline partners,
reducing bottlenecks and freeing up ground
handling staff to focus on other customerfacing activities. For airlines, there is the
promise of greater efficiency and a speedier
turnaround of flights.
Hirmer said Amadeus is looking to roll out the
platform to other airport and airline partners
in future. “The airlines and airports like it. We
were able to validate the technology and we

are now talking to more customers,” he said.
“For passengers it was hassle free compared to
the usual processes.”
The solution is in line with IATA’s One ID
vision, meaning it works across all participating
airports and airlines so passengers can arrive
at the airport ready to travel.
The approach, Amadeus said, addresses the
fundamental problem of biometrics in airports
today: the need for passengers to register
at each airport separately. Instead, with a
centrally hosted solution that sits between
airports, airlines and passengers, Amadeus said
it will deliver a common standards approach
that works for everyone.
Importantly, this means biometrics can be
rolled out and scaled up quickly in areas such
as check-in, security and boarding.

Hirmer said this brings the whole service
into the IT firm’s portfolio meaning it can
now carry out an integrated strategy. The
acquisition complements Amadeus’ offering
for airport operations.
Amadeus is now able to design, configure,
implement, operate and support all airport
systems needed to manage passengers and
their baggage from end to end.
“It is a big step forward,” Hirmer said. “We
initially entered the market with just software
and now we are adding the hardware. It helps
us move towards providing an end-to-end
solution and we can combine our software
with hardware.
“Airports are looking at one firm providing
all services and with this acquisition we can
do this. It is a giant step into our strategy
to combine with our software as we move
towards creating frictionless travel.”
Interesting times ahead at Amadeus.
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Greek ground handler Skyserv is now using
Amadeus technology at the 37 airports where
it is stationed in

Following the implementation, Skyserv is now
able to manage load control operations from a
single location instead of 37 different airports
as in the past. It This delivers both a reduction
in cost and greater efficiency, ensuring more
punctuality and a better experience for
travellers.
Skyserv also now benefits from further
innovations to the platform being easily
integrated without the hassle of installing
local software upgrades, such as off-airport
check-in, helping to make Skyserv a more
flexible service provider for airlines and their
customers.

Skyserv chooses Amadeus platform to
drive ground handling performance
Greek ground handler Skyserv has chosen
Amadeus’ Altéa Departure Control for
Ground Handlers for its 37 stations to “ensure
highly punctual services and to improve the
passenger experience”.

The independent handler has partnered with
the IT company to implement the specific
ground handling module of its Altéa Departure
Control System (DCS) for handling both
passengers and flights.

“
By leveraging
the latest in
technological
innovation, we
can ensure we
continue to deliver
the highest quality
service for airlines,
airports and
passengers

Amadeus said Skyserv can scale operations
with confidence now that its agents are
empowered with modern technology that
helps them deliver on the specific needs of
their airline customers.
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The unique business rules of each of the
150 airlines Skyserv handles are now readily
available to handling agents in one single
solution through graphical prompts when
serving passengers.
For airlines, this translates as additional
ancillary revenues and a more consistent brand
experience as policies around excess baggage,
upgrades and cancellations are made available
to agents and delivered as part of the airports’
experience.
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Skyserv Information Technology and
Telecommunication Manager Anastatios
Stavrakakis said: “By leveraging the latest in
technological innovation, we can ensure we
continue to deliver the highest quality service
for airlines, airports and passengers. Amadeus
shares our vision and its systems are a longterm choice for improving the value we deliver
to carriers.”
The migration to the new system involved
150 airlines and 37 different airports and
was completed in a three-month timescale,
preventing any interruption to Skyserv’s
service.
Amadeus Vice President for Airport IT EMEA,
Yannick Beunardeau, added: “Skyserv’s legacy
DCS was due to be decommissioned and that
meant our teams had to work closely to ensure
the successful migration.
“We’re pleased to partner with the leading
ground handler in the region and we share
Skyserv’s belief that technology can help
all partners at the airport collaborate more
closely for the ultimate benefit of the traveller.”
Amadeus Altéa Departure Control for Ground
Handlers is now used by more than 125 ground
handling firms across the world and enabled 1.6
billion passengers to board in 2018.

TECHNOLOGY

Deep Turnaround: Artificial
Intelligence is revolutionising
turnaround management
pushback for the next departure. During this
period, a large number of service providers
(cleaning, catering, etc) execute multiple crossfunctional processes.
Punctual turnarounds have become a critical
factor for success for the airline’s on-time
performance. They remain a relatively
uncharted territory for many airlines –
even though there is great potential for
improvement: the airport may use the gates
more efficiently. The service provider benefits
from better utilisation of personnel and
incentives. Finally, airlines can increase their
on-time performance by 3-9% and reduce
costs due to 35% less ground handling-related
delays.

Artificial Intelligence and other new technologies are
changing turnaround management, writes Michael
Muzik, Senior Product Manager and Consultant at
Lufthansa Systems
Air traffic is growing at an average annual rate
of more than 3%. A total of 46,460 aircraft
are forecast to be delivered between 2018 and
2037 – almost twice as many as today.
Passenger numbers will also double. With
more congested air and ground spaces,
increased delay rates and flight cancellations
will result, leading to negative passenger
sentiments and higher costs for airlines.
Punctuality and profitability of airlines, airports

and ground handlers depend largely on
turnaround management efficiency. They all
need to find new strategies to cope with these
challenges. Digitalisation, artificial intelligence
(AI) and other new technology are the answer
for this. They have the potential to improve
ground operations.
Turnaround management as a core
business process
A turnaround is the time the aircraft spends
between parking on the stand and starting

Turnaround management today
An optimised turnaround is teamwork at its
best, comparable to a pit stop: a seamless
interplay between airline, airport, and ground
handlers. Turnaround management supports
this complex interplay, as the time window for
a turnaround is short – especially for shorthaul flights, when it is sometimes pushed down
to 25 minutes.
Most software solutions permit users to
monitor turnarounds in real time. Alerting
mechanisms will inform in case of process
delays allowing the turnaround manager to
manage these delays actively. To set up such
real-time alerts, two steps are necessary:
1. Set-up of reference models with pre-defined
target times
2. Real-time monitoring of the turnaround and
steering in case of irregularities
The prerequisite for real-time turnaround
monitoring is actual time stamps for each
turnaround process to match them against the
pre-defined target times. These actual time
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stamps can originate from various sources
such as airline, aircraft, or airport systems –
and/or service providers. Some of them are fed
automatically, for instance, if the cargo door
opens (indicating that de-loading has started).
However, in most cases a person must insert
the actual time stamps manually, indicating
for example: catering (1) is in position, (2) has
started, and (3) has finished.
Precisely this manual gathering of time stamps
is the biggest obstacle for implementing
turnaround management most of the time. AI
is the perfect solution for this problem.
Deep learning in turnaround
management: deep turnaround
With AI technology, manual data collection
can be fully automated. The term AI describes
machines that mimic 'cognitive' functions
that humans associate with the human mind,
such as 'learning' and 'problem solving'.
AI is therefore the basis of the innovative
turnaround management capability from
Lufthansa Systems and its subsidiary zeroG
called 'Deep Turnaround'. It helps identify
unusual circumstances both outside and inside
the aircraft during turnaround without manual
help.
In practice, the deep turnaround approach is
quite easy: this AI solution is based on the data
that is very often already available at many
airlines, but unfortunately still not used. It
means the use of the cameras installed at the
airport (gates). These cameras are equipped
with deep-learning video classification
algorithms that bring the necessary
automation into the manual collection of
turnaround data leveraging airlines, airports
and ground operations providers from this
sort of work. Concretely They transform
unstructured data from the apron video
stream into structured actionable data and
insights.
The term deep turnaround specifically refers
to 'deep learning', a subset of AI. It means that
the system’s algorithm recognises objects
(aircraft, fuel or catering truck 'in position')
and actions (passengers disembarking, start
and stop of fuelling or (de-)loading) received
from the video stream and automatically sets

A Lufthansa aircraft turnaround at Frankfurt Airport

the necessary timestamps, which formerly
had to be inserted manually. Additionally, deep
turnaround has the advantage that all the
above can be done by leveraging 'airports and
airlines´ already existing CCTV infrastructure.
Machine learning: predictive turnaround
management
Using AI technology in turnaround
management will even bring airlines one
step beyond: the switch from descriptive to
predictive real-time monitoring by machine
learning. Besides deep learning, machine
learning is the second subset of AI. It is a
term that describes algorithms and statistical
models – based on existing data – used in
order to perform specific tasks effectively
without using explicit instructions, relying on
patterns and inference instead.
The benefits are clear: first, machine learning
can predict expected delays according to

the actual operational situation, because
the algorithms improve as they are exposed
to more data over time. Just imagine how
beneficial information, such as 'remaining
fuelling time: 11 min' or “remaining loading
time: 5 min for 85 bags” would be for the
turnaround coordinator.
Second, such predictions can also be used
not only for the day of operations, but also
for mid- to long-term adjustments of the
reference models and their target times. By
using such vast existing data, the AI algorithm
can analyse this (historical) turnaround data
and use the findings to adjust turnaround
times that are planned too tight or with too
much of a buffers in a systematic way. With
machine learning, the turnaround almost
optimises itself: it might for instance be that
over a significant period of time the cleaning
of an A330 in reality takes only 10 minutes, as
opposed to the originally planned 12 minutes.
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A Lufthansa Airbus turnaround at Frankfurt
Airport

the loading personnel exactly where it should
be loaded and even confirm that, it was loaded
correctly.

With this finding, the turnaround time can
be minimised to the optimum. Instead of
programming fixed or parameterised business
processes, the algorithms of the future will
be derived from data. AI-based technology is
paving the way for this digital future.
Other new technology for ground
operations
When speaking about the digitalisation of
airline ground services to improve efficiency,
it is important to complete the picture with
other new technologies already available that
support this business goal as well. Here is a
brief outline:
GPS location: For the special load completion
check the GPS location data from special load
is the key. If the respective container is not at
the aircraft, but the turnaround coordinator
can retrieve the exact location on the mobile
device, time-consuming calls with the cargo
department will be history. The same principle
applies for all ground handling equipment,
for instance staircases, loading belts, etc. The
automated feed of GPS data from ground
support equipment on mobile airport maps
will prevent delays, because nowadays the
48

ground staff is not always aware of the exact
location for the equipment needed. Such GPS
technology will also help to better monitor
in real time the actual location of moving
crew and passenger buses. Predictions about
estimated arrival times of passenger or crew
buses based on AI will complement this
information to perfection.
Autonomous vehicles (AV): AV will change
the ramp environment — in particular, the
adoption of fully automated vehicles. In the
future vehicles will be able to manage most
aspects of driving (under human supervision)
or even operate without human input. This
will have an impact on stairways or jetways for
instance and prevent delays because of missing
or incorrectly planned human resources on the
ground.
Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR):
The use of VR/AR with special glasses will
reduce turnaround delays, for instance due to
packaging errors. With AR glasses, for example,
the turnaround coordinator can instantly
check whether a pallet or cargo load item is
tied up correctly or not. Moreover, the pallet
or ULD might also indicate automatically to
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The future is already available – invest
now!
To meet the challenges of fast-growing air
traffic, the airline industry must start to switch
to solutions based on digitalisation, AI and
other new technologies – especially in ground
operations. AI solutions are based on the data
that very often is already available at many
airlines and airports. The strategic aim should
therefore be to make effective use of this
golden treasure.
The same applies to GPS, autonomous vehicles
and AR/VR: these technologies are already
available on the market. For some reason –
maybe because the ramp is still perceived
very much as a 'hands-on' world – it still hasn't
found its way there.
Therefore, airlines should start to consider
their ground operations as being a substantial
part of their digitalisation strategies today. It
must become a top business objective in this
hyper-competitive market as it provides a high
degree of automation, innovation and crossdepartmental integration. All this adds up to
increased on-time performance, reduced delay
costs and – most importantly – an improved
passenger travel experience.
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